Cyanogenic Pseudomonas spp. strains are concentrated in the rhizosphere of alpine pioneer plants.
HCN producing bacteria have previously been isolated from alpine mineral soil and their ecophysiology was presumed to be associated with mineral weathering. Nevertheless, the high ecological patchiness of the alpine environment calls for an extensive and detailed analysis of the spatial distribution of HCN producing bacterial populations and their associated weathering traits. Our results of such an analysis showed that primarily the rhizosphere of pioneer plants was rich in HPPs, harbouring the most potent HCN producers. HCN production incidence and intensity were dependent on the plant-associated microhabitat and type of bedrock/mineral soil, however the HCN+ phenotype was not associated with one of the particular genotypes which we determined by BOX-PCR. In HPP isolates, HCN production most commonly co-occurred with the production of hydroxamate-type siderophores, but was less often associated with inorganic phosphate solubilization activity and the production of catechol-type siderophores. These observations indicate that a plant's physiotype, not species, provide physicochemical conditions that determine selective pressure, which enables the growth of Pseudomonas spp. with a random genotype, but phenotypically predetermined to increase mineral weathering via a particular combination of phosphate solubilization and iron complexation with siderophores and HCN.